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ABSTRACT
ADAPTIVE SPACE-TIME PROCESSING FOR DIGITAL MOBILE
RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
by
Amit Shah
The performance of digital mobile radio communication systems is primarily
limited by cochannel interference and multipath fading. Antenna arrays, with
optimum combining (OC), have been shown to combat multipath fading of the
desired signal and are capable of reducing the power of interfering signals at the
receiver through spatial filtering. With OC, the signals received by several antenna
elements are weighted and combined to maximize the output signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio (SINR). We derive new closed-form expressions for (1) the probability
density function (PDF) of the SINR at the output of the optimum combiner, (2) the
average probability of bit error rate (BER) and its upper bound, and (3) the outage
probability in a Rayleigh fading environment with multiple cochannel interferers.
The study covers both the case when the number of antenna elements exceeds
the number of interferers and vice versa. We consider independent fading at each
antenna element, as well as the effect of fading correlation. The analysis is also
extended to processing using maximal ratio combining (MRC). The performance
of the optimum combiner is compared to that of the maximal ratio combiner and
results show that OC performs significantly better than MRC.
We investigate the performance of OC in a microcellular environment where
the desired signal and the cochannel interference can have different statistical
characteristics. The desired signal is assumed to have Rician statistics implying
that a dominant multipath reflection or a line-of-sight (LOS) propagation exists
within-cell transmission. Interfering signals from cochannel cells are assumed to
be subject to Rayleigh fading due to the absence of LOS propagation. This is

the so called Rician/Rayleigh model. We also study OC for a special case of the
Rician/Rayleigh model, the Nonfacling/Rayleigh model. We derive expressions for
the PDF of the SINR, the BER and the outage probability for both Rician/Rayleigh
and Nonfading/Rayleigh models. Similar expressions are derived with MRC.
Another area in which space-time processing may provide significant benefits is
when wideband signals (such as code division multiple access (CDMA) signals) are
overlaid on existing narrowband user signals. The conventional approach of rejecting
narrowband interference in direct-sequence (DS) CDMA systems has been to sample
the received signal at the chip interval, and to exploit the high correlation between
the interference samples prior to spread spectrum demodulation. A different approach
is space-time processing. We study two space-time receiver architectures, referred
to as cascade and joint, respectively, and evaluate the performance of a DS-CDMA
signal overlaying a narrowband signal for personal communication systems (PCS).
We define and evaluate the asymptotic efficiency of each configuration. We develop
new closed-form expressions for the PDF of the SINR at the array output, the BER
and its upper bound, for both cascade and joint configurations. We also analyze the
performance of this system in the presence of multiple access interference (MAI).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication is a field that is growing at a very fast rate. The goal
of wireless communication is to allow the user access to the capabilities of t he
global network at any time without regard to location or mobility [1]. The principal
resource underlying wireless communication is the radio frequency (RF) sped rwn,
which unfortunately is limited. The rapid increase in demand for wireless syst
without a corresponding increase in RF spectrum allocation, motivates the need for
new techniques to improve spectrum utilization. System providers and equipirwi►t
manufacturers are faced with the daunting task of catering to the needs of an e-crincreasing subscriber community who demand better service and coverage area. The
challenge is to increase system capacity, that is, the number of users that can acct-ss
the system simultaneously while maintaining a specified quality of service [2].
The cellular concept was a major breakthrough in alleviating the problem of
spectral congestion and system capacity. In cellular systems, a geographic area is
partitioned into cells and each cell is allocated a set of frequencies. Interference
between cells is minimized by assigning different frequency sets to neighboring cel .1
The cellular concept allows the reuse of the same spectrum at multiple loc. at ions.
The frequency-reuse factor, however, determines the number of cells that can share
an entirely allocated spectrum [3]. Reducing the frequency-reuse factor can increasv
system capacity, but inevitably increases the cochannel interference, which in turn
degrades the system performance. The presence of cochannel interference becattstof frequency-reuse is a significant problem in cellular radio systems regardless of cc-II
size and ultimately limits the system capacity. A further increase in the capacity
possible by reducing cell size (cell splitting). The degree of cell splitting, however, is
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limited by the overhead of handoffs between cells and the number of base stations
required.
Frequency division multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access
(TDMA), and code division multiple access (CDMA) are three schemes used to
share the available bandwidth in a wireless communication system [4]. The "firstgeneration" cellular systems use the FDMA scheme for spectrum sharing, analog
frequency modulation (FM) for speech transmission, and frequency shift keying

(FSK) for signaling. The Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS), developed by
AT&T for the USA, and the Total Access Communication System (TAGS), used in
the UK and a number of other countries, belong to the "first-generation."
The "second-generation" cellular systems are entirely digital. This allows
TDMA and CDMA to be feasible. The TDMA system adds time slots on each
radio channel, thus allowing more users to share the same spectrum. The Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM), specified by the European Telecom-

munications Standards Institute (ETSI), as well as IS-54, adopted by the Electronic
Industries Association (EIA) and Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) in
North America, are TDMA cellular systems. CDMA, as a spread spectrum system,
has distinct advantages over FDMA and TDMA systems. It has the potential to
achieve a larger capacity than either FDMA or TDMA. The IS-95 CDMA standard
is adopted by the EIA/TIA in North America. Multiple Access Interference (MAI),
however, limits the CDMA system's capacity.
In a wireless system environment, the signal can reach the receiver after
multiple reflections rather than a single direct path. The signal contributions may
combine in a destructive manner, causing multipath fading. Fading may cause
serious disruptions of the communication links and is one of the major factors to
be considered in the system design. Diversity techniques, such as space, frequency,
time, etc., are used to combat signal fading.
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As mentioned above, the performance of cellular communication systems, is
primarily limited by cochannel interference and multipath fading. Cochannel interference can be reduced by exploiting signal processing techniques. The rapid advance
of VLSI technology and computers practically guarantees that signal processing
will be a major component in the infrastructure of the next generation of wireless
systems [5]. In particular, adaptive antenna arrays can be used to mitigate effects of
fading and cochannel interference.
Antenna arrays can provide spatial diversity to combat multipath fading and
are capable of reducing the power of the interferers through spatial filtering [6].
These improvements are measured quantitatively by the carrier-to-interference ratio

(CIR). In classical beamforming, narrow beams are formed in specified directions. In
a multipath environment, however, a generalized form of beamforming is required,
in which beams are not associated with physical directions, but rather with a propagation vector representing the aggregate of all the propagation paths resulting from a
specific source. In cellular mobile radio systems, there are several interfering signals
whose power is close to that of the desired signal, and numerous interfering signals
whose power is much less than that of the desired signal [7]. The cochannel cells in
different tiers cause these successive power levels. Assuming more interferers than
antenna elements, the array is unable to cancel every interfering signal. The adaptive
array, however, does not have to greatly suppress interfering signals or vastly increase
the output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). A moderate increase in
SINR at the output of the antenna array can result in significant increase in the
capacity of the system. Consequently, spatial processing can provide a cost efficient
means of increasing the capacity of cellular mobile radio communication systems.
Antenna arrays, with optimum combining (OC), combat both multipath
fading of the desired signal and cochannel interference, subsequently increasing the
performance and capacity of mobile radio systems [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. With
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OC, the signals received by several antenna elements are weighted and combined
to maximize output SINR. Optimum combining has shown to reduce interference
substantially both in systems with [7] and without [14] fading. A rich literature in
the area of Optimum Diversity Reception can be found in translations of Russian
authors from the sixties. These obscure publications are largely unknown to current
authors, nevertheless they contain useful information [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. The concept
of OC is not new, and has been thoroughly investigated by the radar community,
where it is usually referred to as adaptive array processing [14]. The use of adaptive
arrays never managed to break out of niche applications, but the new application to
wireless communication systems might finally make the use of adaptive arrays more
widespread.
Winters studied the application of an adaptive antenna array at the base station
to maximize SINR. He assumed a flat Rayleigh fading channel and independent
fading between antennas. In [7], a closed-form expression is given for the average
probability of bit error rate (BER) of the optimum combiner of BPSK signals with
flat Rayleigh fading and a cochannel interferer. In [10], a closed-form expression
for the upper bound on the BER with OC is given for N antenna elements and L

(L < N) interferers. This is the Zero Forcing solution, which is an upper bound
-

for minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) combining. Therein it is also shown that
an antenna array may allocate available degrees of freedom (DOF) either to null
interferences or for path diversity to combat fading. In [20], a closed-form expression
for an upper bound on BER with OC is given for (L < N) as well as (L > N).
Additional applications of adaptive arrays in mobile communications can be found
in [21, 22].
Personal communication systems (PCS) strive to offer universal network access
while freeing users of location, time and mobility restrictions. In October 1993, the
U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) released 140 MHz of spectrum in
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the 1.85 to 1.99 GHz region for use in PCS applications [23]. The IS-95 directsequence (DS) CDMA has been proposed for use in the PCS frequency band [24].
This PCS spectrum, however, is currently occupied by point-to-point, fixed service,
with relatively narrowband microwave radio links [25]. The coexistence of these two
different systems within the same frequency spectrum will cause interference to both
systems.
The concept of an overlay has been proposed for both the PCS band [26]
and the cellular band [27]. In such a scenario, DS-CDMA signals are overlaid
on top of existing narrowband user signals, thereby increasing overall spectrum
efficiency, even more so than just through the use of the DS-CDMA network [28].
The inherent processing gain of DS spread spectrum techniques permits a DS-CDMA
signal to operate in the presence of narrowband interference. Since a DS-CDMA
signal spreads its power over a large bandwidth, the additional degradation it causes
to a narrowband receiver is often just an imperceptible rise in its noise level. Measures
must be taken so as not to cause intolerable interference to existing narrowband
user signals. Signal processing techniques [29] can be employed to suppress these
narrowband signals that occupy the spread spectrum bandwidth. Clearly, this will
further lessen the interference level for CDIVIA users, more so than just that which is
due to inherent processing gain. This, however, will also be beneficial to narrowband
users, because now it is possible to operate a CDMA network at a reduced power
level. It is important to note that the narrowband interference is not intentional, but
rather an inevitable result of such a spectral sharing attempt. A number of authors
have explored the performance of DS-CDMA overlay system [30, 31, 32, 33], with a
narrowband BPSK signal as an interference.
Starting with the days when spread spectrum was contemplated mainly for
military communications and through recent work concerned with commercial applications (e.g. overlay), a considerable body of knowledge exists on the topic of
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narrowband interference rejection in DS-CDMA systems [34, 35, 36]. The conventional approach of rejecting narrowband interference has been to sample the received
signal at the chip interval, and to exploit the high correlation between the interference
samples prior to spread spectrum demodulation. The suppression filter used in this
case is usually a two-sided transversal filter with weights being adapted according
to the LMS algorithm. The filter attempts to remove the narrowband interference
by using the great disparity in the bandwidth between a DS-CDMA waveform and
a narrowband interference waveform. Since both DS-CDMA and thermal noise are
wideband processes, their future values cannot be predicted from their past values.
On the contrary, the interference, being a narrowband process, can indeed have
its future values predicted from past values. The suppression filter predicts the
narrowband interference component of the received signal and cancels it. A two-sided
transversal filter uses both past and future values of the received signal to predict its
current value. This method essentially places a notch at the narrowband interference
frequency. The notch, however, also removes a portion of the DS-CDMA signal. As
the bandwidth of the interference increases, the notch widens and the DS-CDMA
signal loss becomes more significant.
A different approach is the use of antenna arrays. The main advantage of spatial
over temporal (whitening filter) processing is in the bandwidth reference; in spatial
processing the reference can be the carrier frequency, while in temporal processing
the reference is the bandwidth of the spread spectrum signal. With respect to the
carrier frequency, even the spread spectrum signal is essentially narrowband. Thus,
unlike the performance of the whitening filter, the spatial processor is very robust
with respect to the interference bandwidth. In [6], various space-time receiver architectures were considered for MAI cancellation in a CDMA based wireless communication system. Here, these architectures are evaluated for their performance in
suppressing narrowband interference overlaid with a DS-CDMA signal for PCS.
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The primary focus of this dissertation is to study application of adaptive spacetime processing to digital cellular mobile radio communication systems. In this
dissertation we make the following contributions.
1. We derive an expression for the BER, for the detection of BPSK signals, of the
optimum combiner employing space diversity when both the desired signal and
a cochannel interferer undergo flat Rayleigh fading. A computationally efficient
closed-form expression for the upper bound on this BER is also derived.
2. We derive expressions for the BER and its upper bound with OC for N antenna
elements and L (L < N) Rayleigh fading cochannel interferers.
3. We derive, with OC, the expression for the probability density function (PDF)
of signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at the antenna array output with N
antenna elements and L (L > N) equal power Rayleigh fading cochannel
interferers. We present closed-form expressions for both the BER and the
outage probability. We consider independent fading at each antenna element,
as well as the effect of fading correlation.
4. We derive, with maximal ratio combining (MRC), the expression for the PDF
of SIR at the antenna array output with N antenna elements and L equal power
Rayleigh fading cochannel interferers. We present closed-form expressions for
both the BER and the outage probability. The performance of the optimum
combiner is compared to that of the maximal ratio combiner.
5. We investigate the performance of OC for a microcellular system. In a microcellular environment, the desired and interfering signals can have different
statistical characteristics. One such model is Rician/Rayleigh model. The
desired signal is assumed to have Rician statistics implying that a dominant
multipath reflection exists within-cell transmission. The interfering signals
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from cochannel cells are assumed to be subject to Rayleigh fading because
of the absence of line-of-sight (LOS) propagation. We also study OC for a
special case of the Rician/Rayleigh model, the Nonfading/Rayleigh model. We
derive expressions for the PDF of SIR, the BER and the outage probability for
both Rician/Rayleigh and Nonfading/Rayleigh models. Similar expressions are
derived with MRC.
6. We study the performance of space-time receiver architectures, cascade and
joint, for suppressing a narrowband interference overlaid with a DS-CDMA
signal for PCS. We develop expressions for the PDF of SINR at the array
output, asymptotic efficiency, the BER and its upper bound, for both cascade
and joint configurations. We also analyze the performance of these receiver
architectures in the presence of MAI. The performance is evaluated in terms
of BER, and how this performance is influenced by various parameters is also
examined.

CHAPTER 2
OPTIMUM COMBINING FOR DIGITAL MACROCELLULAR
MOBILE RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Adaptive array theory is well understood and documented [14]. Applications,
however, were slow to exploit this body of knowledge, due to costs of building arrays
and high demands on the required real-time computing power usually associated
with array processing. Significant improvement in VLSI technology, computing
power, and advances in adaptive signal processing, however, have made the use
of antenna arrays a viable alternative to increase the capacity and performance of
cellular radio systems. The additional cost of using antenna array may well be offset
by increased revenues as the subscriber community continues to grow.
In this chapter we study the performance of optimum combining (OC) for
digital mobile radio communication systems. We consider N antenna elements and

L (L < N) Rayleigh fading cochannel interferers.

2.1 System Model
Consider the reverse link (mobile to base) of a digital cellular mobile radio communication system. The base station consists of an N element antenna array (microdiversity). In contrast to traditional array processing (in a nonfading environment),
in which antenna elements are placed at half-wavelength or at smaller intervals
such that a high correlation exists between signals across the antenna array, spatial
diversity is achieved by placing the antenna elements at larger intervals to provide
for independent signal paths. If multipath reflections are uniformly distributed
around the receive antenna elements, however, a spacing of atleast half-wavelength
would suffice for the independence of signals at each antenna element [37]. The
BPSK signals are assumed to be narrowband, hence they can be represented by
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samples of their complex envelopes. The channel is characterized by flat (nondispersive) Rayleigh fading, independent between the antenna elements. The channel
is assumed to be slowly fading, and therefore, the receiver has perfect knowledge of
the instantaneous channel realization and a coherent receiver can be implemented.
The multipath delay spread is assumed to be much smaller than the bit duration,
hence we can neglect intersymbol interference.
After complex carrier demodulation, the received signal vector, at the outputs
of the N separate antenna elements is given by
r(t) = NiFcs(t)H-

L

E vpk c k s,(t) + v(t),
k=i

(2.1)

where s(t) E {-1, 1} and s k (t) E {-1, 1.} are the desired and the k-th interfering
signals, respectively, c and ck are their respective channel propagation vectors.
The binary symbols of the desired user and cochannel interferers are assumed time
synchronized, equally probable and mutually independent. The number of interferers
L < N, the order of diversity. P and Pk are the powers of the desired signal and the

k-th interfering signal, respectively. We have
E [s(t)]

E [sk(t)] = 0,

E {s 2 (t)] = E [4(0] = 1

k .1,...,L,

(2.2)

where E denotes expectation. With independent Rayleigh fading at each antenna
element, the elements of c and ck are independent, identically distributed (iid)
complex Gaussian random variables with zero means and cr 2 variances. The
magnitudes of the elements of c and c k are Rayleigh distributed, and their phases
are uniformly distributed between [0, 2r1. With Rayleigh fading, the inphase and
quadrature components of each of the received signals have a Gaussian distribution
(see Appendix D). The thermal noise v(t) is additive white complex Gaussian with
a zero mean and a variance al . The desired signal, interferers and thermal noise are
assumed mutually independent.
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2.2 Optimum Combining
The weight vector that maximizes signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at
the output of the array is [38]

w=

(2.3)

where a is an arbitrary constant and the superscript {-1} denotes the matrix inverse.
The interference-plus-noise covariance matrix
R = E (E \iPic cksk(t)-E v(t)) (E VPkcksk(t)+ v(t))
k=1
k=1

=E

k.1

(2.4)

Picekcii
k

where the superscript {H} stands for transpose complex conjugate and IN is an
identity matrix of dimension

N. The expected value operation in eq. (2.4) is

taken with respect to noise and over the time interval during which c and c k are
considered constant (at least one signaling interval). The constant a does not affect
the performance of the optimum combiner, i.e., the SINR at the array output. The
output of the optimum combiner is given by
y wHr

(2.5)

The maximum SINR at the array output is given by [39]
y=
Using unitary transformation

(2.6)

Q in eq. (2.6), we get
j_tpcHQA-1Q.H.c,

where A is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues A i ,

(2.7)

, A N } of the matrix R. Let

s = 'Vic. Since Q is a unitary matrix, the elements of s have the same statistics as
that of the elements of c. Equation (2.7) can be rewritten as

N 1 31 12
P=PE A
l

(2.8)
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where sT =

, sly ]. Since the elements of c have Rayleigh distributed

amplitudes, each of {13 / 1 2 } is a chi-square random variable with two degrees of
freedom (DOF).

2.3 BER of the Optimum Combiner
First, we will evaluate the performance, i.e., the average probability of bit error rate
(BER), of the optimum combiner for L 1 interferer and in the later section for any
L < N.

2.3.1 BER for One Rayleigh Fading Interferer
In the case of one interferer, the eigenvalues {A i } of R are
{

where c?: {c 11 ,

P1

N—
n
71
—1 C

2

2n2
+ Cr1

==
/ = 2, ... N,

Each of {l c 11 1 2 } is a chi-square random variable with two

,

DOF.
Due to the mutual independence of the terms in eq. (2.8), the characteristic
function of 1.1 conditioned on

Al

is given by [40]

cbApi(jw)

p )N - 1
iWf) ( 1 311)rf

1

(2.9)

where Ps = PE [Ic i r] ,1 = 1,...,N, is the mean desired signal power per antenna
and cT = [c 1 ,... cN]. Define h --12f as the mean signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per
antenna (channel). Therefore, the conditional probability density function (PDF) of
it can now be obtained by applying the inverse Fourier transformation to eq. (2.9)
and is given by [41]

A uuN —1
fi-L/A1(11)

(N —1;N; (
o- n2 f(NAN

'

11) 4 )
)

> 0, A l > 0- ,22 N > 1, (2.10)

1'
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where F2 ( • ) is Appell's hypergeometric function of two variables. The function
is defined n.s 1441

F2 (

15

The BER can now be evaluated:
P, =

co 1
—erfc(01)Mtz)diu
j 2
fo00 ,aN 1 e rierfc(07) PsPi
Pscrm2 PPAN — 1 ) + thPici 2 1 diu
2hN—ir(N)(ps pi/1)2
-

—

(2.20)
A closed-form expression for the integral in eq. (2.20) is not known, however, it is
simpler to numerically evaluate than eq. (2.17). Both, eq. (2.20) and eq. (2.17), do not
provide any meaningful insight into the performance of the optimum combiner. Thus,
a meaningful and computationally efficient upper bound on this BER is derived.
2.3.3 Upper Bound on the BER for One Rayleigh Fading Interferer

Using the bound [46]
erfc(1) <

(2.21)

in eq. (2.12) we get
Pe/Ai

(it*
Ai(
A i00
e-(r; +1)4 /./ N-l i Fi N 1; N;
20-„ili(N)hN
2r
o

_ an2) 11

)dA.
(2.22)

The integral in eq. (2.22 can be evaluated in closed-form [43]:
Pe/Ai <

Ai
2(Ai + P3 )(1 + h)N -1.

(2.23)

The BER expression in eq. (2.23) provides meaningful insight into a few special cases.
When there is no interference, i.e., P 1 = 0, = an, the conditional BER of eq. (2.23)
reduces to Pe <

41+1 h)N

. This is the upper bound for the BER of an N-th order space

diversity receiver employing maximal ratio combining (MRC) without interference, as
expected. When the interference power is infinite, i.e., P1 co, a 1 --+ oo, eq. (2.23)
reduces to P, <

2(1+h)

, ,. This is the upper bound for the BER of an (N
-

—

1)-th

16
order space diversity MRC receiver and no interference. This implies that presence
of interference with infinite power in the channel, results in the loss of one diversity
path, a result also mentioned in {7, 47].
The upper bound on the BER averaged over all the values of A 1 is

P<

1

- 7 2_1 1V-1

(

2F(N)P(1

(A +

e

CiAi

(2.24)

Using a change of variable and the identity [451
(-1)

dx

(x y)

l ynewEi(-ay)

E(-1)--(7‘ 1)! Cry'', (2.25)
r=1

in eq. (2.24), we get

Ps +
r 1)!Pr (Ps +

r=

•

Acr [( - 1) N (Ps + o)

N-1

N---1

• E (-1)

N-1 '(r

+ crn2

Ps-fai

e Pi El
N-1

1)!Pj

—

r

(2.26)

r=1

where Ei(•) is the exponential integral and A =

-

In Figure 2.1, eqs. (2.17), (2.18), (2.26) and simulation results are plotted as a
function of average total SNR defined as NR, where N is the order of diversity. The
mean power of the desired signal and interference are assumed equal, i.e., P, =
Note the good agreement between theory and simulation results. For N = 1, the
performance of the optimum combiner becomes interference limited.
In the next section, we study the performance of the optimum combiner for
1 < L < N cochannel interferers.
2.3.4 BER for Multiple Rayleigh Fading Interferers
For L < N interferers, the eigenvalues A i } of R are
1,

L

,L
N.
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Figure 2.1 BER of the optimum combiner with a Rayleigh fading cochannel

interference.
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The characteristic function of ,u conditioned on the eigenvalues At, 1 = 1, . , L, is
given by
1
1= 1 ( 1 :M7) (1

where y i =

and h

-

(2.27)

itoh)v-L

. Therefore the conditional PDF of tz can now be obtained

and is

r(N where

71

7,71) 12 )

1
(N — L; N — L 1; ('Y1

h-(N-L) ta (N—L)

L

7t

(2.28)

= FIL-1,14/ 1 , 1'-yk • Here, it is assumed that {AO = 1,

, L} are distinct

and A l > A2 > . > AL. Therefore, the conditional BER is

=

Pe/A1,-,AL

-?rfc(
(ft dp,
Jo
2 f°°
_21_ __ _1
jo erf(V 1 )./A/A1,...,AL(P)dia.
)

(2.29)

Using the procedure shown in the previous section, the integral in eq. (2.29) can be
evaluated yielding
1
Pe/Ai

=

L

r(N - L

7 r / F2 (N — L
1)

N—

-yt
It
N — L + 1; ,z+
1--7-1)
,

-VTF(N — L 1)h(iv L)7 1 (1
-

-

(2.30)
Therefore the unconditional BER, i.e., the one averaged over all the values of
, AL, is given by
Pe =

IAL_i
oc [Ai
•••
2dAl,
Pe,,...,ALf
,...,A L (Ai, • • • , AL)dAL...dA
p
2
2
n

7n

where fA1 ,..,A L (A i ,

0,2
n

(2.31)

C

, A L ) is the joint PDF of the eigenvalues A i , . , AL . It is

extremely difficult to obtain the joint PDF of the eigenvalues.
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2.3.5 Upper Bound on the BER for Multiple Rayleigh Fading Interferers
Since eq. (2.31) is very difficult to evaluate, in this section we derive an upper bound
on the BER for L < N interferers. Using the bound in eq. (2.21) in eq. (2.29) we get
1
2o
h-(N-L)
<

I A lA i ,...,A L (p)dii

foo L ritt N-L i

2f(N — L + 1)

— L; N — L + 1;

i=1

-

) it )

6

dp,.

(2.32)
The integral in eq. (2.32) can be evaluated in closed-form [43] and is
1 L

711

<2 E
1=1 (1 + 7 1 )(1 + h)N - L
2 (1 + 71)(1 + 72 )

1
( 1 +11 )( 1 + h)N-L

(2. 33)

The BER expression in eq. (2.33) provides useful insight into the performance of the
optimum combiner. When there is no interference, the conditional BER of eq. (2,33)
reduces to Pe < 2(1+h)N which is the upper bound on the BER for N-th order
diversity MRC receiver without interference. When all interferers have infinite power,
the conditional BER of eq. (2.33) reduces to Pe < 2(1-1which
0(N-L) is the upper
bound on the BER for (N — L)-th order diversity MRC receiver and no interference.
This indicates a loss of L diversity paths, a result first mentioned in [47]. Therefore,
the optimum combiner with N antenna elements and L (L < N) interferers will
always do better than the maximal ratio combiner with (N L) antenna elements
without interference. The interference cancellation entails a loss of DOF, with a
corresponding loss in the diversity performance.
In the above derivations it was assumed that the eigenvalues {A i } 1 = 1,

,L

are distinct. If A i = A2 = . = AL, the conditional PDF of ,u, is given by
fp/A(/),)

where 7

=

N-1 e

= 1, . , L.

— L ; N; — p)

h(1V-L)7Lr(N)

Ai >

(2.34)
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The upper bound on the BER in the case of equal eigenvalues is
Pe/ A i

<

1
2(1 + /y) L (1 + h)N

(2.35)

Clearly, the BER in expression eq. (2.35) adheres to the results mentioned above.
In the next chapter, we evaluate the performance of the optimum combiner for

L> N cochannel interferers.

CHAPTER 3
A PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF OPTIMUM COMBINING
AND MAXIMAL RATIO COMBINING
In the previous chapter, the performance of the optimum combiner was evaluated for

N antenna elements and L (L < N) Rayleigh fading cochannel interferers. In this
chapter, we consider the case of

L (L > N) equal power cochannel interferers. This

case is of practical interest. As mentioned in the introduction, in the case of

L > N,

the optimum combiner is unable to cancel every interfering signal. The optimum
combiner, however, does not have to cancel every interfering signal or vastly increase
the output signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). A few decibel increase in SIR at the
output of the optimum combiner can result in a significant increase in the capacity
of the system.
In this chapter, we derive expressions for the probability density function (PDF)
of the maximum SIR at the output of the optimum combiner, the outage probability
and the average probability of bit error rate (BER). We consider independent fading
at each antenna element, as well as the effect of fading correlation. We also study
maximal ratio combining (MRC) and derive similar expressions. The performance
of the optimum combiner is then compared to that of the maximal ratio combiner.
The system model is similar to the one assumed in section 2.1. The communication system is assumed interference limited, hence, thermal noise is neglected.
The received signal vector, at the outputs of the separate antenna elements is given
by
r(t) .V_Ps cs(t)
where

V.PEcksk(t), (3.1)
—

s(t) E { —1, 1} and sk(t) E 1-1, 11 are the desired and the k-th interfering

signals, respectively, c and c k are their respective channel propagation vectors. The
number of interferers

L > N, the order of diversity. Results are for the case where
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all interferers have equal power P, e.g., when they are equidistant from the desired
mobile's base station. Ps is the desired signal power.

3.1 Maximal Ratio Combining

Without cochannel interference, for coherent reception with independent fading at
each antenna element, MRC is the optimum linear combining technique [48]. With
MRC, the signal received at each antenna element is weighted by the corresponding
complex conjugate of the channel coefficient. The effect of this multiplication is to
compensate for the phase shift in the channel and to weight the signal by a factor
that is proportional to the signal strength. With cochannel interference, MRC helps
combat the desired signal fading, however, it ignores the cochannel interference.
The MRC weight vector is [40]
w = /P c.

(3.2)

3

The signal-to-interference ratio at the output of the maximal ratio combiner is

P =

wHit s w
wH Rw
c H R,c
c-FiRc

(3.3)

where R 3 and R are the covariance matrices of the desired signal and interferences,
respectively. The superscript stands for transpose complex conjugate. The
covariance matrices are defined as
R 3 P3 E [cc H ] = Ps cc H R PEE[ckc l
i
PEcke lki
,

,

( 3.4)

k=1 k=1

where E denotes expectation. The expected value operation in eq. (3.4) is taken
over the time interval during which c and ck are considered constant (at least one
signaling interval).
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3.1.1 Distribution of SIR

p

Equation (3.3) can be rewritten as
PS

p

ci-1 CC 1 c
cH ckctl c

P

11 c 1

Ps

2

L cHckere

P

Ps
P

II c 1
L' Ic=1

•

2

click, cilic

Hell 114

C 11 2

(3.5)

P EL, b k bz

where II • 11 and * denote the Euclidean norm (length) of a vector and complex
conjugate, respectively. The quantity bk

. Since the elements of ck are iid

complex Gaussian with zero mean and o- 2 variance, the distribution of bk for a given

c, is also complex Gaussian. The mean and the variance of the random variable b k
conditioned on c are
CH

E [bk]

C

11 II

E [ck]

0,

(3.6)

and

E [I b k 1 2

1

cHE {c kc

11 C 11 2

2 C H INC
0_2 ,

C

11

2

(3.7)

respectively, where IN is the identity matrix of dimension N. Hence, each of bk is
complex Gaussian with zero mean and variance o -2 , and is distributed independently
of c.
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Equation (3.5) can be written as
p

=

Ps 11 c112
P
bk i 2
Ps EJP.1.-_-.1i f1 1 2
2
P ik 1 1 bk1
(3.8)

where c T,

fN] is the desired user's channel propagation vector and the

superscript {T} denotes transpose. Since each of
random variables, each of I

h

h

and b k are complex Gaussian

1 2 and I b k 1 2 are chi-square random variables with two

degrees of freedom (DOF). The quantity

=

3—

bk !

(39)

2

can be recognized as the ratio of two independent chi-squared random variables, the
numerator with 2N DOF and the denominator with 2L DOF. The distribution of (
is therefore given by [49]

+ N) ( N-1
= F(L)F(N) ( 1 +

C > 0, N > 1, L > 1,

(3.10)

where I(•) is the standard gamma function. The PDF in eq. (3.10) is a modified
form of the central F distribution. The word 'modified' refers to the fact that the
ratio of two independent chi-squared random variables divided by their respective
DOF has a central F distribution. By using the transformation p

the PDF

of the SIR p can easily be obtained and is

F(L N) Ps 'L

.p(p)

pN 1

" •unr(N)\ P

pry

s.

p > 0, N> 1, L > 1.

(3.11)

The mean value of p can now be calculated [45]-.

P = E[p]

F(L N) Ps

F(L)F(N) P

N Ps
L-1 P

L

pN
foo
o +N
1
/9 '

( + Y

(3.12)
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3.1.2 Outage Probability of the Maximal Ratio Combiner
Probability of outage is an important statistical measure in the design of cellular
mobile radio systems which operate in a fading environment with multiple interferers [50]. It represents the probability of unsatisfactory reception over the intended
coverage area. A system planner can use outage probability calculations to assess
the effects of various system configurations on the quality of service provided by the
system. The outage probability is defined as the probability of failing to achieve a
SIR sufficient to give satisfactory radio reception [51] and is expressed as

Po = Probability [p < p p ]
=

I

PP

f p(P)c1P

+N) pg L 1112,
r(L)r(N) P .10 (Si

(3.13)

p )L+AT

where p p is the SIR protection ratio which depends on the modulation technique used
and performance desired [52]. Equation (3.13) can be evaluated in closed-form [53]
and is
Po

= r(L +Iv) (pp .p ) N 2Fi.N;
r(L)r(N + 1) Ps

N 1•

PpP

(3.14)

where 2 F1 (a, b; c; x) is the hypergeometric function defined as [42]
2F1 (a, b; c; x)

(a)„(b), xn
n=0 (c), n! .

The notation (•), is called the Pochhammer symbol and is defined as (a),,

(3.15)
F(a+n)

F(a) •

3.1.3 BER of the Maximal Ratio Combiner
As mentioned earlier, subsequent to Rayleigh fading, the in-phase and quadrature
components of each of the received signals have a Gaussian distribution. That is,

VP cksk(t), k = 1, . L, has a complex Gaussian distribution. The sum of the inter-

ference is also complex Gaussian. Since the maximal ratio combiner is a linear filter,
the sum of the interference at the output of the maximal ratio combiner (antenna
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array) is also complex Gaussian. Thus, the conditional probability of bit error (BER),
i.e., the BER computed for a given value of p, is simply

1 erfc( /T6),

Pe i p = Q( /2p)

(3.16)

2

where Q(.) is the area under the tail of the Gaussian probability density function
and is defined as
Q(x) =

1 f 00
6'2/2 dt,
-127r J.

(3.17)

erfc(•) is the complementary error function and is defined as
00
2
erfc(x) = — f e t2

(3.18)

X

The unconditional BER, i.e., the one averaged over all the values of p is
P, =

foo

0 erfc(03)fp (p)dp

1 F ( L + N ) Ps
AN
= 2 r ( L ) F( N ) P ) L folD0 erfc(113) (Cf-

-

1

y+N

(3.19)

dP .

As shown in the Appendix A, eq. (3.19) can be evaluated as
P, =

F(2 -(L

2,0c-r(L)F(N)

(—L)

P

-

PS)

2F2

1
where pFq(

+

N,L; + L + 1;

)

(PS)2r(-1-,

p

3
; -2- — L3;,

1
r(-pr(N +
•

./v)
1\

r(1)
+
+

2)

r(L)r(Dr(N) ]
r(1)

(3.20)

is the generalized hypergeometric series and is defined as [42]
p Fq,

(a l ,

,

, bq ; x

(ap),, xn
n= (bi)n • • • (49 ), n! •
(cti)n

(3. 21 )

Equation (3.20) can be easily evaluated using software packages such as Maple,
Mathematica, etc. Alternatively, eq. (3.19) can be evaluated numerically.

t
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3.2 Optimum Combining
Let R PR 1 , where R 1 =

ckci/. The interference covariance matrix R is

defined in eq. (3.4). Each of c k , k =1,...,L, is an iid complex Gaussian vector with
the same mean vector {E [ck] 0} and the same covariance matrix {E = E [c k cil }.
The same parameters hold for c. By definition, E is positive semidefinite and
Hermitian. By assumption, it will be positive definite, hence, its inverse exists.
When independent fading at each antenna element is assumed and cr.' 1, E I N ,
where IN is an identity matrix of dimension N. When E > 0, i.e. positive definite,
and L > N, the matrix R 1 (or R) is positive definite with probability one [54].
Thus, R -1 exists in eq. (2.3). In multivariate statistics, the matrix R 1 (apart from
a constant factor) is known as the sample Hermitian covariance matrix [55].
The PDF of R 1 , i.e., the joint distribution of its distinct elements is [56]
-.0-(E 1R1)
-

f',(L)

.fR i (Ri) =

R1 > 0,E> 0
otherwise,

(3.22)

where I • and tr(•) denote determinant and trace of a matrix, respectively. The
complex multivariate gamma function
N(N -1)

"

AT (4 = 7r

2

fi r L-i+ 1),
(

(3.23)

where F(.) is the standard gamma function. The distribution in eq. (3.22) is called
the complex Wishart distribution with parameter E and L DOF. It is denoted as

CWN(E, L). The Wishart distribution is the multivariate generalization of the chisquare distribution [57]. When N = 1, E a 2 and R 1 is a scalar, the distribution in
eq. (3.22), indeed, degenerates to a chi-square distribution with 2L DOF [40]. The
PDF of R can be obtained by the transformation of the PDF given in eq. (3.22).
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3.2.1 Distribution of the Maximum SIR ,u
Using eq. (2.3), the maximum SIR at the array output can be computed [14]:

Ps c H R -1 C
c
PS
v
P

(3.24)

where the real scalar quantity v = cHR1 1 c. Since c is complex Gaussian with
mean 0, and covariance matrix E and is distributed independently of R 1 which is

CWN(E, L), the PDF of v is [49, 58, 59]

Mv)

=

f(L

+ 1)

r(N)r(L + -

N-1
V

N) (1 + v)L+ 1

> 0, 1 < N < L.

(3.25)

The distribution in eq. (3.25) is a modified form of the central F distribution. In
multivariate statistics, when the elements of ck are real Gaussian with zero mean, o- 2
variance and the elements of c are real Gaussian with arbitrary mean, o.2 variance,
then v (apart from a constant) is known as Hotelling's T 2 statistics [57]. And when
c and c k have the same mean vector 0 and the same covariance matrix E, the
distribution of v is known as the Null distribution of the Hotelling's T 2 statistics [60].
When c has a non-zero mean vector, the distribution of v is known as the Non - Null
distribution of the Hotelling's T 2 statistics.
By using the transformation p,

F (L + 1)
MP' ) F(N)F(L + 1 — N)

v, the PDF of u can easily be obtained:
411V-1

/2)L+1

p > 0, 1 < N < L. (3.26)

It is important to note that the PDF of a (or v) does not depend on the form of
covariance matrix E. Both p and have the same modified form of the central F
distribution, but with DOF. Unlike the distribution in eq. (3.11) which is valid for
any L, N > 1, the distribution is eq. (3.26) is only valid for 1 < N < L.
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The mean of the maximum SIR p can now be calculated [45]:
E [y]

„

F(L + 1)

r(N)r(i, + 1—N P

/IN

+ 0L-1-1

N
L —N P

(3.27)

3.2.2 Outage Probability of the Optimum Combiner

The outage probability with optimum combining (OC) can be derived in a similar
fashion as the one shown with MRC and is
P, Probability [p < p p ]
(*Pp
=

fki,(11)d i

( ps\ L+1—N rippN-1

F(L + 1)

r(iv)r(L + 1 — N) P

o (_114 fl) L+1

(3.28)

where p p is the SIR protection ratio. Equation (3.28) can be evaluated in closedform [53] and is

1,(L

1)
F(N ior(L +

ppp,\N
2F1 (L +1,

+

Ps )

N; N

1(3.29)
)
Ps
, PPP

where 2 F1 (a, b; e; x) is the hypergeometric function and is defined in eq. (3.15).
3.2.3 BER of the Optimum Combiner

In deriving the BER with OC, we follow a similar approach to the one shown with
MRC. Since the optimum combiner is a linear filter, the conditional BER, i.e., the
BER computed for a given value of
Pe l p,

IL, is

simply

Q(.12y)

-21- erfc(07).

(3.30)

The unconditional BER, i.e., the one averaged over all the values of y is
-P, —1 lc) erfc(V,a)h,(y)dy
2o
1 r(L + 1) ipsJo,

2 r(N)r(L, + 1 — 1V). P

pN —1

erc(
f 071) dp.
(fp.
fi)L-F1

(3.31)
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As shown in the Appendix B, eq. (3.31) can be evaluated as

Pe =

F (N L -1-)F(L + 1)
(N — L 1)

1

2fir(N)r(i, + 1- N)[\, P

(1204 f(L — N + 22-)
,
P
r(D

3

2F2 + 1, L + 1 — N, L — N + L — N + 2; -P-1--s
P

F(--1)F(N
2

1)2F2
2

N

L

)

3 Ps )

F(L + 1 — N)F(DF(N)]

(3.32)

r(1)

where p Fq (•) is the generalized hypergeometric series and is defined in eq. (3.21).

3.3 Effect of Fading Correlation on the Optimum Combiner
In order to gain a significant advantage from the use of antenna diversity there must
be a sufficient degree of statistical independence in the fading of the signals received
at several antenna elements [61]. In previous sections, we had assumed independent
fading of the desired signal and interfering signals at each receive antenna element.
In this section, we investigate the effect of fading correlation on the performance
of the optimum combiner. We assume that the multipath reflections are uniformly
distributed around the receive antenna elements.
Let the complex Gaussian channel coefficient c r,

xn iyn, n = 1,

, N,

where x Th and y r, are the real and the imaginary parts, respectively. Both x n and y n
have Gaussian distribution. The following relations hold:
E[x n ] = E[y n ] = 0,
E[x]

Et yr2, 1

2 "

en 1 1

=._ 1_ cr 2 ,
2

E[x m x n ] = E[ymyn],
E[x m y n ] = —E[snYm],
E[x n y n ] = 0,
E[cn cml = 0,

(3.33)
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where m, n = 1, ... , N. From the above relations and the assumption that the
multipath reflections are uniformly distributed around the receive antenna elements,
the covariance matrix E has a special form [48, 37]:
1 J0(/3) J0(203) ... J o ((N — 1)0)
J0(3) 1 JO) ... J o ((N — 2)0)
E = o- 2 J0( 2 /3 ) Jo(0) 1 • . • Jo((N — 3 )0) ,
Jo ((N — 1)0) J o ((N — 2)0) J o ((N — 3))) ... 1
(3.34)
where J o (•) is the Besse' function of the first kind of order zero and 0 = P-.
21
The
spacing between the antenna elements is d and \ is the wavelength. It is clear from
eq. (3.34) that the covariance matrix E is a function of the antenna element spacing

d.
The important point to note is that in developing the expression of the PDF of
,u, the assumption made was that the channel vectors c, ck have the same covariance
matrix E. No further assumptions on the form of E were necessary in obtaining
the result in eq. (3.26). The implication of the independence of the PDF of ,u from
the specific form of E is that regardless of the antenna element spacing d, in this
special case of non-independent fading, the performance of the optimum combiner
is unaffected. This result is very significant. Usually, there is no direct line-ofsight (LOS) path present between the user and the base station. Therefore, the
multipath reflections are uniformly distributed in the vicinity of the user. The above
result makes OC possible even on a tiny portable unit without degradation in the
performance.
The above result can be explained in a different manner as well. In the previous
chapter, we showed that interference cancellation entails a loss of DOF, with a corresponding loss in the diversity performance. With L > N, all degrees of diversity are
captured by interference. In effect, diversity is not playing a role. Hence, the spacing
between the antenna elements becomes irrelevant. It is important to note that in
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reaching the above conclusion, we have not considered the effects of mutual coupling
between antenna elements.

3.4 Discussion of Results
In this section the results on the performance of MRC and OC studied in the previous
sections are presented. We evaluate the system performance for the worst case
scenario only, i.e., the mobile transmitting the desired signal is at the point in the
cell farthest from the base station, and the interfering mobiles in the surrounding
cells are as close as possible to the base station of the desired mobile. Furthermore,
we consider only the six strongest interferers (L = 6), i.e., interferers from the first
tier of cochannel cells. This is a reasonable assumption as the interference from the
second tier of cochannel cells is much less than the first tier {62]. The variance a2 of
the channel coefficients was assumed 1. The value of --//;-9 corresponding to the worst
case scenario is determined from the given frequency reuse pattern. For a given
frequency reuse pattern, there is a corresponding carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR).
The relation between the CIR and the frequency reuse factor, for six equidistant
cochannel interferers and a path loss exponent of four, is [3j
CIR . —
6

(N/3F) 4
6

(3.35)

where a is the cochannel interference reduction factor and F is the frequency reuse
factor. Table 3.1 summarizes the relation in eq. (3.35).
In Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the cumulative distribution function and the probability
density function {eqs. (3.11), (3.26)1 of array output SIR are plotted, respectively,
with the number of antenna elements N as the parameter. These curves clearly show
that SIR has a better chance to be high with an increase in the order of diversity N
regardless of the combining method. Note that OC significantly decreases the value of
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the cumulative distribution function, i.e., significantly increases the chances of higher

SIR values, as compared to MRC. For N = 1, both MRC and OC provide identical
results, as expected. This can be verified by plugging in N = 1 in equations (3.11)
and (3.26). In Figure 3.3, the PDFs obtained by both the theory and Monte Carlo
simulations are compared. They show a very good match.
In Figure 3.4, the mean SIRs {eqs. (3.12), (3.27)} are plotted as a function
of the number of antenna elements N with frequency reuse factor F (or

-PA) as the

parameter. Optimum combining provides larger values of mean SIR as compared to
MRC. The difference in the mean SIRs increases with an increase in N and F.
In Figure 3.5, the outage probability {eqs. (3.14), (3.29)} is shown as a function
of the number of antenna elements N with frequency reuse factor F (or P) as the
parameter. Clearly, the outage probability decreases with the increase in N for
any F. Optimum combining shows a large decrease in the outage probability with
respect to MRC. For an outage probability of 10' and corresponding BER of 10',
OC with N = 6 increases the system capacity by a factor of Figure 3.6 shows
the probability of outage versus with N as the parameter. For a given OC
decreases the outage probability as compared to MRC and this decrease becomes
even greater as N increases. For a given outage probability, increasing N reduces
the required C-;-, subsequently increasing the number of users.
Figure 3.7 shows the BER performance {eqs. (3.20), (3.32)1 for the worst case
scenario versus the number of antenna elements N with frequency reuse factor F (or
) as the parameter. There is a significant (as large as two orders of magnitude)
improvement in the performance (decrease in BER) of the optimum combiner as
compared to the maximal ratio combiner. For a BER of 10' and N 3, OC makes
the frequency reuse factor F = 3 possible even for the worst case scenario. This
corresponds to more than doubling of the system capacity. In Figure 3.8, the BER
is plotted versus with N as the parameter. Again, for a given BER, increasing N
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Table 3.1 Relation between F, CIR and
Frequency Reuse
Factor F
1
3
4
7

reduces the required

CIR (dB)
(Average Scenario)
1.8
11.3
13.8
18.7

9, - in a Macrocellular System.

- __§.
-P
CIR (dB)
(Worst Scenario) (Worst Scenario)
-7.8
1.0
4.3
16.15
7.9
37.0
14.4
165.25

which in turn, leads to an increase in the system capacity.

A further increase in the capacity is possible with OC. For example, for a BER of
10' and N = 6, OC requires 6 dB less

CA-,

than MRC.

Figure 3.9 shows the improvement, due to OC, versus the number of antenna
elements N. The improvement is defined as the reduction in the required S2 -, for a
1

given BER, with OC as compared to MRC. For a given BER, the improvement with
OC increases with increase in N.
In Figure 3.10, the improvement is plotted versus the average probability of bit
error with N as the parameter. Again, the improvement increases with corresponding
increase in N. Also, for a given N, the improvement increases with the decrease in
the BER.
Figure 3.11 shows the diversity gain versus the number of antenna elements N.
The diversity gain is defined as the reduction in the required 4,
1 for a given BER,
)

with a corresponding increase in N. Optimum combining provides higher diversity
gain than MRC and this difference in gain increases with N.

In a typical system, with shadow fading, randomly-located users, and less than
100% loading; there are only a few dominant interferers. This implies that gains
with OC can be even larger than the ones shown here in this dissertation.
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SIR

Figure 3.1 The effect of antenna diversity on the cumulative distribution
function of SIR.
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SIR

Figure 3.2 The effect of antenna diversity on the probability density

function of SIR.
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SIR

Figure 3.3 A comparison of the probability density functions using theory
and simulation.
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Number of antenna elements N

Figure 3.4 Mean SIR at the output of the antenna array versus the order
of diversity N with Frequency reuse factor F as the parameter.
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Number of antenna elements N

Figure 3.5 The outage probability versus the order of diversity N with
Frequency reuse factor F as the parameter.
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Figure 3.6 The outage probability versus L;-; with the order of diversity N
as the parameter.
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Number of antenna elements N

Figure 3.7 The average probability of bit error versus the order of diversity
N with frequency reuse factor F as the parameter.
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Figure 3.8 The average probability of bit error versus T
P; with the order of
diversity N as the parameter.
-
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Number of antenna elements N

Figure 3.9 The improvement due to optimum combining versus the number

of antenna elements N.
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Figure 3.10 The improvement due to optimum combining versus the average
probability of bit error.
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Figure 3.11 The diversity gain versus the number of antenna elements N.

CHAPTER 4
DIVERSITY COMBINING FOR DIGITAL MICROCELLULAR
MOBILE RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
In chapter 3, the performance of optimal combining (OC) and maximal ratio
combining (MRC) was investigated for a macrocellular environment. That is, both
the desired signal and cochannel interferers were assumed to be subject to Rayleigh
fading. This is a reasonable assumption for medium to large cell systems. For
microcellular systems, however, the validity of this assumption is in question. The
key point in microcell interference modeling is that the desired and undesired
signals should have different statistical characteristics [63]. One such interference
model is Rician/Rayleigh model [63, 64]. The desired signal is assumed to have
Rician statistics implying that a dominant multipath reflection or a line-of-sight
(LOS) propagation exists within a cell. The interfering signals from cochannel cells
are assumed to be subject to Rayleigh fading because of the absence of a LOS
propagation.
In microcellular systems, due to small cell size, the path loss exponent can be as
low as 2 (compared to the path loss exponent of 4 usually assumed in a macrocellular
environment). This substantially reduces the received mean carrier-to-interference
ratio (CIR). Therefore, the use of antenna arrays could be even more beneficial in a
microcellular environment.
In this chapter, we derive expressions for the probability density function
(PDF) of signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at the output of the optimum combiner,
the outage probability and the average probability of bit error rate (BER), under the
Rician/Rayleigh model. We consider
and

L (L > N) equal power cochannel interferers

N antenna elements. We also study MRC and derive similar expressions.

The study is extended to the special case of the Rician/Rayleigh model, the
Nonfading/Rayleigh model. That is, the desired signal is assumed nonfading.
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4.1 Signal Model

The received signal vector, at the outputs of the separate antenna elements is given
by
r(t)

1P.s cs(t) \IP- E c k s k (t),

(4.1)

where s(t) E —1,1} and s k (t) E —1,1} are the desired and the k-th interfering
signals, respectively, c and ck are their respective channel propagation vectors. The
desired signal is assumed to be Rician fading, whereas, the cochannel interferers are
assumed to be Rayleigh fading.
, N, element of the desired signal propagation vector c

The n-th, n = 1,

consists of a fixed (specular) component and a random (scattered) component and
is given by
Gn

(4.2)

= One — i 5 n

where S and .1) are independent random variables, the first obeying the Rayleigh
density function with mean square a 2 , and the second obeying the uniform density
function between [0, 27]. The amplitude and the phase of the fixed component at
the n-th antenna element are /3 and (5, respectively. Therefore, the element c r,
is a complex Gaussian random variable with mean 13,,e i sn and variance a-2 . Due
-

to independent fading at each antenna element, the a n 's are independent complex
Gaussian random variables. Without loss of generality, we assume that 0, 2 = /3
for all n = 1, , N. The mean and the covariance matrix of the desired signal
propagation vector c are {E [c] = M} and {E E [(c — M) (c M) 111}. The mean
vector M , Oe — i 6 N1 T . Note that both c and ck have the same covariance
matrix E.
Define the parameter K, called the Rice factor, as the ratio of the power
associated with the LOS component and the power associated with the scattered
component, i.e., K = - When K = 0, i.e., absence of LOS component, we have
.

Rayleigh/Rayleigh model. The complete absence of fading is obtained with K = co

•
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and we have the Nonfading/Rayleigh model. Thus, Rician fading includes Rayleigh
fading and no fading as special cases.

4.2 Maximal Ratio Combining
The signal-to-interference ratio at the output of the maximal ratio combiner is
cHit s c
P c HRc

(4. 3)

where R, and R are the covariance matrices of the desired signal and interferences,
respectively. These covariance matrices are defined in eq. (3.4).

4.2.1 Distribution of SIR p
Equation (4.3) can be rewritten as
p =

Ps

c

P
Ps
P

where bk =
and

.2

C Ch

H
CH CC C

II C 11

2

(4.4)

Since the elements of ck are iid complex Gaussian with zero mean

variance, the distribution of b k for a given c, is also complex Gaussian. As

shown in chapter 3, the mean and the variance of b k conditioned on c are 0 and o- 2 ,
respectively. Also, bk is distributed independently of c.
Equation (4.4) can be written as
Ps II

p

c

Pik 1Ibk

I2

E3lY=11 fi 1 2
—

where

CT

= [fi,

•

P Ek=1 I b k 1 2
Ps
-- C,

(4.5)

• , fly is the desired user's channel propagation vector and the
]

superscript {T} denotes transpose. Since each of

L

is a non-zero mean complex

2
Gaussian random variable, fi I is a non-central chi-square random variable with
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two degrees of freedom (DOF). Each of I bk 1 2 is a chi-square random variable with
two DOF. The quantity

=

Ei.v.-1 I f . 1 2

ELI. I bk 1

(4.6)

2)

is the ratio of two independent random variables, the numerator being non-central
chi-square with 2N DOF and the denominator being central chi-square with 2L DOF.
The distribution of ( is therefore given by [49]:
= e -12 1 F1 (L + N; N; Q(1 + (_ 1 ) -1 )

r(L + N)

( N-1

C > 0, N > 1, L > 1,

r(L)r(N) ( 1+ ()L+N'

(4.7)

where 1 = ME -1 M and 1 F1 (•) is the Kummer's confluent hypergeometric function.
The distribution in eq. (4.7) is a modified form of noncentral F distribution with the
noncentrality parameter Q. By using the transformation p Ps the PDF of the
SIR p can easily be obtained and is
fp(P)
N)

r(L)r(N)

+ N; N; S2
pN -1

(9.

P

( -9-

p )L+N

)(

p > 0, N > 1, L > 1.

(4.8)

The PDF of p (or C) depends on the covariance matrix E only through the noncentrality parameter Q. Since independent fading between antenna elements is assumed,
i.e., E o 2 IN, the noncentrality parameter 0 =

NCr2

the Rice factor. Using this value for Q in eq. (4.8), the PDF of
(

fp(P) =

C ATK 1F1 (L+ N;N;NK P

r(L+

N)

N—1
p

r(L)r(N)(1.,-

P)

ps

p

NK , where K is

becomes

L

P> 0, N> 1, L > 1.

(4.9)

When Rayleigh/Rayleigh model is assumed, i.e., K = 0, eq. (4.9) degenerates
to eq. (3.11), as expected.
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As shown in the Appendix E, the PDF of p under the Nonfading/Rayleigh
model is given by

1V 2 Ps P 4

1

fp(P)

r(L)

L

p - L -1 e- N2,5°4

P

where n v H Ev and V T

p > 0, N > 1, L > 1,

(4.10)

,I3e jsN] is the desired signal's antenna array

= [0e j 8 1,

-

-

propagation vector.
4.2.2 Outage Probability

The outage probability for the maximal ratio combiner can now be evaluated:
P, = Probability [p < p p ]
Pp

f fp(P)dP
Jo
_ NK ps\\ L

P

e

N-1

Pp

fo

r(r, N)

r(L)r(N)

p)L+N

iFi

+ N;

P
(P

)d

(4.11)

(

where p p is the SIR protection ratio. A closed-form expression for the integral in
eq. (4.11) is not known, however, it can be evaluated numerically.
The outage probability of the MRC under the Nonfading/Rayleigh model is
given by [45]:
(N2 psi34)L f
P

=

r(L)

tcP

Pp

p

N2 PS°
_L - 1
e "P d p

")1(4.12)
ir(L) r(L, o) r(L, N2tcppP

1

r(L)L

where F(a, x) is the complementary incomplete gamma function and is defined as [42]
r(a, x)

00

e -t t a-1 dt,

a > 0.

(4.13)
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and the same covariance matrix E. The distribution of v is, therefore, given as
fu(v)

=

(L + 1; N; S1(1 + v -1 ) -1 )
F(L + 1)

N- 1

v > 0, 1 < N < L,

r(N)r(L +1 N) (1 + v)L+ 1

(4.17)

where Si = ME -1 M. The distribution in eq. (4.17) is a modified form of noncentral

F distribution with the noncentrality parameter 1. In multivariate statistics, when
the elements of c and R 1 are real Gaussian, then the distribution of v cHRT i c
is known as Non - Null distribution of the Hotelling's T 2 statistics. By using the
transformation it = P v, the PDF of the SIR p can easily be obtained and is
/ps L+1—N

(L +1; N; 9 (5 , P+ bt) )

Mit) =

fiN —1
F(L + 1)
r(N)r(L +1— N) . +it)L+1

p, > 0, 1 < N < L.

Since independent fading is assumed, the noncentrality parameter =

(4.18)
1V K.

Using this value of S/ in eq. (4.18), we get
fA ( p)

= e -NK i Fi (L + 1; N; NK
F(L

+ 1)

+ po)
N-1

r(N)F(L +1 —N)(F+3 + P)L+1

Ps

L-1-1—N

)

> 0, 1 N < L. (4.19)

Note that both p and a have the same modified form of non-central F distribution,
but with different DOF.
When Rayleigh/Rayleigh model is assumed, i.e., K = 0, eq. (4.19) degenerates
to eq. (3.26), as expected.
As shown in the Appendix F, the PDF of ii under the Nonfading/Rayleigh
model is given by
1
fp (it) =
,

r(L +1

where q = (vi/E -1 v)

PS
7.1P)
N)
1

L+1—N

> 0, 1 < N < L, (4.20)
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4.4 Performance Analysis
This section presents results on the performance of diversity combining techniques
investigated in the earlier sections. The performance is evaluated for the worst
case scenario. The number of cochannel interferers is L = 6. The relationship
between CIR and 1
/. ,,L is CIR = Ps (6hp
' +1) , CIR 6Pp, CIR

6Pp
s 13, 2

, for Rician/Rayleigh,

Rayleigh/Rayleigh and Nonfading/Rayleigh models, respectively. The Rice factor K
was assumed to be 5. Table 4.1 shows relationships between frequency reuse factor
F, CIR and 4
/1 for a dual path loss exponent.
In Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the cumulative distribution function and the probability
density function {eqs. (4.9), (4.19)1 of the array output SIR are plotted, respectively,
with the order of diversity N as the parameter. Again, these curves clearly show
that SIR has a better chance to be high with an increase in the order of diversity N
regardless of the combining method. Also, OC significantly increases the chances of
higher SIR values, as compared to MRC.
In Figure 4.3, the outage probability {eqs. (4.11), (4.21)1 is shown as a function
of the number of antenna elements N. Clearly, the outage probability decreases as

N increases. For a given N, increasing the Rice factor K, decreases the outage
probability as expected. Optimum combining shows a large decrease in the outage
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probability with respect to MRC. For a given N, the difference in the outage probabilities with OC and MRC, increases with an increase in K. Figure 4.4 shows the
probability of outage versus CIR. For a given CIR, OC decreases the outage probability as compared to MRC and this decrease becomes even greater as K increases.
In Figure 4.5, the outage probability is shown as a function of the Rice factor K.
Figure 4.6 shows the outage probability versus signal-to-interference protection ratio.
Figure 4.7 shows the BER performance {Ns. (4.14), (4.23)} versus the number
of antenna elements N. There is a significant improvement in the performance
(decrease in BER) of the optimum combiner as compared to the maximal ratio
combiner with increase in N. For a given N, the difference in BERs of the optimum
combiner and the maximal ratio combiner increases with an increase in K. In
Figure 4.8, the BER is plotted versus CIR. For a given BER, OC reduces the required
CIR as compared to MRC, which in turn, can lead to an increase in the system
capacity. In Figure 4.9, the BER is shown as a function of the Rice factor K.
Figure 4.10 shows the improvement, due to OC, versus the order of diversity

N. The improvement is defined as the reduction in the required for a given BER,
with OC as compared to MRC. For a given BER, the improvement with OC increases
with increase in N. Note that the value of the Rice factor K plays no significant
role.
Figure 4.11 shows the diversity gain versus the order of diversity N. The
diversity gain is defined as the reduction in the required St, for a given BER, with
a corresponding increase in N. Optimum combining provides higher diversity gain
than MRC and this difference in gain increases with N. It is clear from the figure
that as K increases, i.e., the fading gets less severe, the diversity gain decreases as
expected.
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Table 4.1 Relation between F, CIR and 4/ ,,,t in a Microcellular System.

Figure 4.1 The influence of the order of diversity N on the cumulative
distribution function of SIR.
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Figure 4.2 The influence of the order of diversity N on the probability
density function of SIR.
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Figure 4.3 The outage probability versus the number of antenna elements

N.
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Figure 4.4 The outage probability versus carrier-to-interference ratio.
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Figure 4.5 The outage probability versus the Rice factor K.
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Figure 4.7 The average probability of bit error versus the number of

antenna elements N.
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Figure 4.8 The average probability of bit error versus carrier-to-interference

ratio.
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Figure 4.9 The average probability of bit error versus the Rice factor K.
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Figure 4.10 The improvement due to optimum combining versus the order

of diversity N.
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Figure 4.11 The diversity gain versus the order of diversity N.
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CHAPTER 5
SPACE-TIME NARROWBAND INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION IN
DS-CDMA COMMUNICATION FOR PCS (SINGLE USER)
The need to suppress narrowband signals in direct-sequence code division multiple
access (DS-CDMA) systems arises in applications where narrowband signals are
overlaid with wideband signals to increase spectral efficiency. This concept has been
proposed for both the personal communication systems (PCS) band and the cellular
band. The co-existence of these two different systems within the same frequency
spectrum, will cause interference to both systems. In this work we are concerned
with the interference caused by the narrowband signal to the DS-CDMA signal.
The conventional approach to rejecting narrowband interference has been to
sample the received signal at the chip interval, and to exploit the high correlation
between the interference samples prior to spread spectrum demodulation. This
method essentially places a notch at the narrowband interference frequency. The
notch, however, also removes a portion of the DS-CDMA signal. As the bandwidth
of the interference increases, the notch widens and the DS-CDMA signal loss becomes
more significant. A number of authors have explored the performance of DS-CDMA
overlay system [30, 31] with a narrowband BPSK signal as an interference.
In this chapter we study space-time processing for narrowband interference
suppression. Space-time (ST) processing provides degrees of freedom (DOF) for
both interference cancellation and diversity combining. The performance of ST
receiver architectures, cascade and joint, is evaluated for suppressing a narrowband
interference overlaid with a DS-CDMA signal in a frequency-selective slowly fading
Rayleigh channel. Analytical expressions are obtained for asymptotic efficiency, the
probability density function (PDF) of the output signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR), the average probability of bit error rate (BER) and its upper bound,
associated with each architecture.
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5.1 System Configuration
Consider the uplink (mobile to base) of a coherent mobile communication system.
The lowpass equivalent of the transmitted DS-CDMA signal is given by

s(t) = /d(t)u(t),

(5.1)

where P is the signal power, d(t) E { —1, 1} is the data bit with duration Tb, and
u(t) is the signature waveform with chip duration Tc . The signature sequence u(t) is

assumed such that
Tb

10

11,(t —

Tb 2 =

iTc )u(t — j7 ,) dt =
1

0

i

j,

(5.2)

where 0 < i , j < (L — 1) and L = Tb-, is the processing gain. Normalizing T, to unity,
we have L = Tb. For a DS-CDMA signal with chip duration T c , the spread spectrum
bandwidth is approximately B, = 2/7 ,.
1

The time-variant frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel is modeled as a
tap-delay line with tap spacing 7 , and tap coefficients {c m (t)}. The complex lowpass
1

equivalent channel impulse response is given by [35]
M-1
cm (t) S(t T mTc), (5.3)
h t)

E

where M

—

+ 1 is the number of resolvable paths and S(•) denotes the Dirac

impulse function. The notation

H

denotes the integer part. The total multipath

delay spread T, of the channel is assumed to be much smaller than the bit duration
Tb. The channel coefficients {c 7,(t)} are modeled as zero-mean, complex-valued,

stationary, mutually independent Gaussian random processes. The magnitude and
the phase of {c m (t)} are Rayleigh distributed and uniformly distributed between
[0,27], respectively. The channel is characterized by slow fading such that { cm (t)} =
{cm } during the processing interval.
The narrowband interference is assumed to be a non-fading BPSK signal, and
is defined by its equivalent lowpass representation as

J(t) = lib(i) e i(27rvt+ 3)
,

(5.4)
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where v is the offset of the interference carrier frequency from the carrier frequency
of DS-CDMA signal. The parameters J and i9 denote the received interference power
and phase, respectively. The information sequence b(t) E {-1, 1} has bit rate 1/T2,
where Ti is the bit duration. The ratio of the interference bandwidth to the DSCDMA bandwidth is given by

p = Bi = -

(5.5)

B, Ti .

The ratio of the offset of the interference carrier frequency to half of the DS-CDMA
bandwidth is defined by
(5.6)
= vT,.
(-L
B
The base station uses an N antenna element uniform linear array, with array

q=

elements assumed sufficiently separated such that spatial diversity (independent
fading at each receive antenna element) is achieved with respect to the DS-CDMA
signal. The equivalent baseband received signal at the n-th antenna can be written
as
m-1

x ii (t) = f13 E c„,d(t mT,)u(t mT,)
m=o

where {c„}, n = 1,

v,i(t),

(5.7)

, N, m = 0, ... ,M — 1, represent the complex-valued tap

coefficients of the fading channels as seen by DS-CDMA user. Samples of {c am } are
statistically independent between paths m, and between antennas n. The quantity
e n (t) is the narrowband interference at the n-th antenna element and is given by
= fib(t) e9(27rlit+19)ejOn, (5.8)
where O n is the electrical angle of the interference at the n-th antenna element.
The additive noise v n (t) is modeled as complex white Gaussian with zero mean and
variance cr 2 . We assume perfect code synchronization.
A demodulator is used at each antenna element to collect the energy of the
received signal from all independent paths and to despread the signal. The demodulator consists of an M tap-delay line and matched filters. The tap-delay line
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compensates for the delay propagation in the channel, providing the time alignment
for demodulation with the signature sequence u(t). The general configuration at the
base station is shown in Figure 5.1. The demodulator is shown in Figure 5.2, The
output at the m-th tap correlator at the n-th antenna for the /-th symbol is given
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5.2.1 Distribution of SINR
The maximum SINR at the output of the antenna array is [14]
(5.11)

PL2cHR;,1 c,

where R n i = TTH ( 0.2 .0i N, is the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix at the
output of the matched filter and IN is the identity matrix of dimension N. Using
unitary transformation Q in eq. (5.11), we get
= pL2c11QA-1Q11c,

where A is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues {A i ,

(5.12)

, AN} of the matrix R n i. Let

s = Vic. Due to the unitary transformation Q, the elements of s have the same
distribution as that of the elements of c. Equation (5.12) can be rewritten as

PL
where s T[s

1

8 11 2

(5.13)

1=1

, . . s iv] . Since the elements of c have Rayleigh distributed

amplitudes, each of {131i 2 } is a chi-square random variable with two DOF. The
eigenvalues {A / } of R ni are

JNL+cr 2 L 1.1
0.2L
1 = 2, ... N
Due to the mutual independence of the terms in eq. (5.13), the characteristic
function of it is [40]

1

Op(iw) =
(1 where Ps = P LE [cc, 1 2 ] n 1,

JN+0.2 ) ( 1 -

) N-11

(5.14)

, N, is the mean desired signal power per antenna.

E denotes expectation. Define h = 111,2- as the mean signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per
antenna element. The PDF of // can now be obtained by applying the inverse Fourier
transformation to eq. (5.14) and is [41]

+ 0.2) ju N-i e -PNP+:2)'' 1F1 (N — 1; N; j-÷,a
1
(
MP) =, > 0, N > 1, (5.15)
)

cr2r(N)hN
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where 1 F1 (•) is the Kummer's confluent hypergeometric function and F(.) is the
gamma function.
5.2.2 Asymptotic Efficiency of the Spatial Combiner
An alternative to the BER as a figure of merit that has been used to characterize
the performance of a communication system is the ratio of SNRs with and without
the presence of interference [40]. This desirable figure of merit is the asymptotic
efficiency. The asymptotic efficiency is defined as the ratio c = 1efF, where -y eii• is
measured in the presence of the interference, and 70, is observed with the interference
absent, in the region of low noise power. The asymptotic efficiency represents the
performance loss due to the presence of interference. Obviously, -y e ff < N. Using
en. (.131_

This relation clearly illustrates the loss of one UU1 incurred by the interference
cancellation process.

5.3 Cascade Space- Time Processing
The cascade ST receiver consists of a temporal processor using the outputs of the
spatial processor as shown in Figure 5.3. Using eq. (5.9), define the N-dimensional
array vector at the output f the m-th tap matched filter for the l-th symbol as
Ym
T (/) = [Yim(/), • • • Yivm(/)].

g = Ri-l rt,

(5.26)
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where
r tE[z(l)d(1)]

=

3

LB

(5.27)

is the cross-correlation vector and
R t = E [{z(l) — c/(/)r t Hz(/) — d(Ort } 11 ]

(5.28)

is the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix at the input of the temporal combiner.
Hence, the SINR at the output of cascade optimum space/optimum temporal
(COSOT) processor is given by
PL2E [ s H B
,u

E

1 ] + E [IgHAFt 2 ]

gliTt 2

(5.29)

The expectation is taken with respect to the noise over a time interval during
which the channel is considered constant (due to slow fading assumption). Thus,
is modeled as a random variable parameterized by the channel coefficients -Ce nra l.
Unfortunately, the PDF of is not known.

5.4 Joint Space-Time Processing

With the joint ST combiner, processing is carried out simultaneously in the ST
domains. The configuration of the joint ST is shown in Figure 5.4. Define the NMdimensional stacked vector for the l-th symbol after the spread spectrum demodulation as

Y(l) = [yg' (1), . , yfm_1)(l)1T = 'VT Ld(1)C IC (1) + lir (l),
where C T = [co

, 44 _ 1 ] is the vector of channel coefficients. The interference and

noise vectors are AC T (l)
respectively.

(5.30)

rg(/),

, ICL_ 1 (/)] and W T (/) = [Alq,(/),

,11q4-_ 1 (/)1,
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Using similar procedure as shown before, the maximum SINR at the output of
the joint ST combiner can be shown to be given by

E

NM

P L2

Isd 2

(5.31)

1=1

where sT = [31, ...7sNm], {A1} are the eigenvalues of R = TYR . (cr 2 L)INm and
INA4- is the identity matrix of dimension NM. Each of flsin is a chi-square random
variable with two degrees of freedom. The eigenvalues {Ai} of R are
A

=
{

Al
cx 2 1,

= 1, . . . , r
, NIVI,
r

where 1 < r < M. The value of r depends on the bandwidth (BW) of the narrowband
interference, which in turn determines the number of principal eigenvalues (eigenvalues containing most of the interference power) of R. The number of principal
eigenvalues can be predicted by the Landau-Pollak theorem and is r p(M — 1) + 1,
1 and M is the number of taps in the temporal processor. Clearly, when
where p 4

the interference BW is very small compared to DS-CDMA signal BW, r = 1, whereas
when the interference BW is same as DS-CDMA BW, r = M. Also, when Al = 1,
1 regardless of the value of p, demonstrating the

i.e., spatial processing only, r

robustness of spatial processor with respect to interference BW.

5.4.1 Distribution of SINR for Joint ST Combiner
The characteristic function of ,a is given by
1
1
(ft.
)
Nm- r ,
1.1 ( 1 — 3w"7 1) ( 1 — jw70)
-9 . The PDF of p can now be obtained:
) - and ry, = 12
where Py i = i''
0.2
Ai

(5.32)

g(iw)

-(Nm-r) it (Niti-r) r rte
f4(P) =

70F(NM

— r + 1)

E.,4.

l'i 1F1

(NM — r; NM — r + 1; ( 7,
l'i

.70 )

/A)

,

(5.33)

where r 1 = fric=i,kof;
--I--. Here, it was assumed that {A1,1 = 1, . . . , r} are distinct.
If they are equal, the characteristic function and the PDF of iz can easily be derived
using eqs. (5.21), (5.22).
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5.4.2 Asymptotic Efficiency of Joint Space-Time Combiner
Following a similar procedure as shown in previous sections, the asymptotic efficiency
of the joint ST combiner can be shown to be:
r

=1

NM'

1 < r < M.

(5.34)

Interestingly, when the interference BW equals DS-CDMA BW, i.e., r = M, the
asymptotic efficiencies of the COSST combiner and joint domain optimum combiner
are identical.

5.5 Average Probability of Bit Error Rate Calculations
In this section we calculate the BER for the spatial optimum combiner, COSST
combiner and joint ST optimum combiner. The sum of residual interference and
noise at the output of the ST combiner (array) is assumed Gaussian.
The BER is simply
Too—

Pe

2

1

erfc(Vii)f 12 (p)dp,

r
1°°

erf(),f4 (0)dp,

(5.35)

where erf•) and erfc(•) are the error and the complementary error functions, respectively and f p,(p) is the PDF of 1.1.
5.5.1 BER of the Spatial Combiner
As shown in Appendix C, the BER for the spatial combiner is:
Fe =

1
2

N 1
(J N o 2 )F(N 1).Psiv 4 1 F2 (N
N; JN +Ps2+ii, 7 JN+j:2+p
r s)
vFor2r(N)hN(JN + 6,2 + ps )N-14
(5.36)
-

-

- -

where F2 (.) is Appell's hypergeometric function of two variables.
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5.5.2 BER of the COSST

As shown in Appendix C, the BER for the COSST is:
1 (JN + o-2 ) m (N M

P, =

+

2 OF(0-2)mr(NM)hNM(jN-7)28+Ps)N1W+1
P,

3

JN

F2 (IV M + — 1, (N - 1)M ; - , N
2'
2
'JN-ko-2+Ps'JN+o-2+Ps).

(5.37)
5.5.3 BER of the Joint ST Combiner

As shown in Appendix C, the BER for the joint ST combiner is:
P, =

r(Nm r

2 1= ,OFF(NM - r 1)-yo (Nm - r)--y/(1 + 1 )Nm_r+

3

F 2 (N 111 — r + -1, N M r.7 9 N M - r + 1;

2

-

—

21

-

-yo

+ 1' + 1)

(5.38)

Equations (5.36), (5.37) and (5.38), though exact, do not offer any meaningful
insight. Hence, meaningful upper bounds of these BERs are derived.

5.6 Upper Bound on the BERs of the Space-Time Receivers

In this section, we derive upper bounds on the BERs derived in the previous sections.
5.6.1 Upper Bound on the BER of the Spatial Combiner

Using the bound [46] erfc(/) < ewn in eq. (5.35), we get
Pe

1°0

<
2

e

A(IL)C111

1 f oo (JN 0.2) 12 N-1 e

2 Jo

(J N+2

+1)

1; N;

F1 (N

0-2r(N)hN

JN

PS

)

(5.39)

Using the identity [43]

--kq
r
— -x—s )

(c; a; xt)dt = sa(1

-C

(5.40)
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in eq. (5.39), we get

P, <

(XIV cr 2 )
2(JN 0-2 + P,9 )(1 :1 f)N -1.

(5.41)

This expression provides useful insight into a few special cases. When there is no
interference, i.e., J = 0, Pe <

2(1+1 h)

,. This is the upper bound for the BER of an N-

th order space diversity receiver employing maximal ratio combining (MRC) without
interference, as expected. When the interference power is infinite, i.e., J oo, the
expression becomes Pe <

,1 - . This is the upper bound for the BER of an

2(1+ - )N 1

(N — 1)-th order diversity MRC receiver without interference. This implies that the
presence of interference with infinite power in the channel, results in the loss of one
diversity path. This result was previously mentioned in the case of a Rayleigh fading
interference.
5.6.2 Upper Bound on the BER of COSST
Following a similar procedure as shown above, the upper bound on the BER of
COSST can be shown to be given by

P, <

(JN c 2 ) m
2(JN a 2Ps )m(1 r1-.)(N -1 ) 211.

(5.42)

Clearly, the COSST combiner, without interference, performs as an NM-th order
diversity receiver, whereas presence of an interference with infinite power, results in
a loss of M DOF.
5.6.3 Upper Bound on the BER of Joint ST Processor
Following a similar procedure as shown above, the upper bound on the BER of joint
ST combiner can be shown to be given by

P, <

.yo)NM-r
(1 +
2
1
1
2 (1 + '7 1 )(1 + 7 2 ) ... (1 + 7 r )(1 +

)

NM-r •

(5.43)
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Without interference, the joint processor performs as an NM-th order diversity
receiver. With interference of infinite power, it performs as an (NM — r)-th order
diversity receiver. The number of principal eigenvalues r depends on the BW of the
narrowband interference. When the BW of the narrowband interference approaches
the BW of the DS-CDMA signal, i.e., r = M, the joint processor and the COSST
processor show similar performance.

5.7 Discussion of Results
This section presents both analytical and simulation results on the performance of
the ST combining schemes studied in the previous sections. The channel was modeled
with M = 4 taps. The data symbols were modulated by Gold sequence of length

L = 31 and Tb = Tz = LT, = 31. The interference-to-signal ratio prior to spread
spectrum demodulation (at the input of the correlators) is J/S = 25 dB, where the
signal power S P/3, and

p = Efi c,,, 121. The number of antennas N = 2 and the

offset of the interference carrier frequency v
In Figure 5.5, the BER is plotted as a function of the average total SNR

NM 2. Covariance matrices and cross-correlation vectors used for optimum
combining (OC) were estimated from blocks of 50 samples. The simulation results
shown are averages of 4000 Monte Carlo runs. The COSST simulations provide a
good match to the theoretical BER curve. In this case the ratio of the number of
samples used to estimate the covariance matrix and the signal dimension is 1 1 (OC is
carried out only in the spatial domain with two antennas). Notice that the COSST
and the COSOT show similar performance. For the joint ST case the simulation
curve indicates slightly higher BER's than predicted by theory. This is explained
by the covariance matrix estimation errors. In this case the ratio of the number
of samples used to estimate the covariance matrix and the signal dimension is 12

(NM = 8). The effect of the number of samples used to estimate the covariance

Figure 5.1 General configuration of space-time receiver.

matrix is illustrated in Figure 5.6 where the joint ST simulations were generated
using 50 and 100 samples estimates. A closer match between theory and simulations
is clearly evident when the number of samples used to estimate the covariance matrix
is increased.
In Figure 5.7, the BER of the overlay system is shown as a function of the ratio p
of the interference BW to the DS-CDMA signal BW. The performance of the COSST
and the COSOT combiners is not affected by the interference BW as mentioned in
the previous section. The performance of the joint ST combiner approaches that of
the COSST when the p = 1, as indicated by the asymptotic efficiency expression
derived in the earlier section.
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Figure 5.2 Demodulator.
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Figure 5.3 Configuration of cascade space-time processing.
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Figure 5.4 Configuration of joint space-time processing.
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Figure 5.6 BER of the joint space-time optimum combiner.
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Figure 5.7 Performance of the space-time receiver as a function of ratio p.

CHAPTER 6
SPACE-TIME NARROWBAND INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION IN
DS-CDMA COMMUNICATION FOR PCS (MULTIPLE USERS)
In the previous chapter, the performance of various space-time (ST) receiver architectures was evaluated for a single user direct-sequence code division multiple access
(DS-CDMA) system overlaying a narrowband waveform. In this chapter, we evaluate
the performance of these receivers for a multiuser asynchronous DS-CDMA overlay
system. We further study the average probability of bit error rate (BER), and how
this performance is influenced by various parameters.

6.1 Signal Model
Consider a cell site with K active users. The transmitted signal for the kth DSCDMA user is given by

S k (t)

J2Pk dk(t) uk(t) cos(27rfo t + il k ),

(6.1)

where Pk is the average power of the signal, dk(t) E 1-1, 11 is a random binary
sequence representing data, uk(t) E {-1, 11 is the signature sequence, fa is the
carrier frequency, and 8k is the random phase introduced by the BPSK modulator
uniformly distributed between [0, 27]. The processing gain is D TbIT,, where Tb
is the bit duration and T, is the chip duration. For a DS-CDMA signal with chip
duration Tc , the spread spectrum bandwidth is approximately B, = 2/Tc.
The narrowband interference is assumed to be a non-fading BPSK signal given
by

J(t) = V1.1 b(t) cos(27r(f, + v)t +V),

(6.2)

where v is the offset of the interference carrier frequency from the DS-CDMA signal
carrier frequency and parameters J and 19 denote the received interference power
and phase, respectively. The information sequence b(t) E { — 1 , 1} has bit rate
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where Ti is the bit duration. The interference bandwidth Bi

2/Ti and Bi << B,.

The ratio of the interference bandwidth to the DS-CDMA bandwidth is given by
p=

B _ T. The ratio of the offset of the interference carrier frequency to half of
T,

the DS-CDMA bandwidth is defined by q

vTe.

The base station uses an N-element uniform linear array, with array elements
sufficiently separated such that spatial diversity (independent fading at each receive
antenna) is achieved with respect to the DS-CDMA signals. The general configuration at the base station is shown in Figure 5.1. The signal received from the desired
user is denoted S i (t), while signals received from the other users are considered
cochannel interferences with respect to the desired user. The equivalent baseband
received signal at the n-th antenna can be written as

> c c)

M-1

x n (t)

\rip

m=0

mT, — u 1 (t — mT, —

y

K M-1
C, 11:'71) d k —

rnT, 7-k) uk(t — mT, —

Tk)

k=2 m=0

- 7-L(t)

where {

v n (t),

k = 1, . , K, m = 0, . . . , (M — 1), n = 1,

(6.3)
, N represent the complex-

valued tap coefficients of the fading channels as seen by each of the DS-CDMA users.
The number of resolvable paths is M. Samples of - (4,k7D are statistically independent
between users k, between paths m, and between antenna elements n. The fact that
all {Pk = P} implies that the base station provides adaptive power control such that
received signals from all K users have the same average power (to overcome the so
called near-far problem). The received signals are assumed asynchronous, with Tk
denoting the delay of the k-th user uniformly distributed between [0, Tb]. Without
loss of generality, we set 71 = 0. The quantity G, (t) is the narrowband interference
at the n-th antenna and is given by eq. (5.8). The additive noise v n (t) is modeled as
complex white Gaussian with zero mean and variance u 2 . We assume perfect code
synchronization.
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The received signal at each antenna passes through the tap-delay line and
is fed into the correlators for spread spectrum demodulation. The tap-delay line
compensates for the delay propagation in the channel, providing the time alignment
for demodulation with the desired user's signature u i (t). The output at the m-th
tap correlator at the n-th antenna for the /-th symbol is given by
(l+1)Tb
y nm (l) =

fTb

xn(t

ui(t) dt
M-1

(1+1)Tb {

E c n(ii) d i (t

itTb

i.o

mT, iTs ) u i (t rnT, iT,)} u 1 (t)dt

flTb
K M-1

C,n(ki)dk(t rnT, iT, — ric )uk(t

{NrPE

mT, iT, TO} u 1 (t)dt

k=2 i=0
(1+1)Tb

4", ( t
i

mT,)Thi ( i)dt

lTb

(1+1)Tb

di/Tb

v„,(t

mT,)u i (t)dt.

(6.4)

As shown in the Appendix I, y n, m (/) can be written explicitly in terms of the contributions of the desired user, cochannel interferences, narrowband interference and
noise:

13 d 1 (1 — 1).f3 7(1, 7n) ( _ 1)
- i (1)B n( 2 (0) + V715(1 1 (1 + 1)13,(1m) (1)f:
y n , (1) ------ \CPcl

+ E {ii3dk (i)Bn(km) (0) + viDd k (/ +1)B,,t) (1) + )4(1 — 1) I3

km) ( _ 1)

}

k=2
+

nrn( 1 )

(6.5)

11nm(1)

where B n(12 (c) , a = 0,1, —1, represents the aggregate cross-correlation with the
desired user signature waveform u i (t) of all paths and symbols d 1 , as seen at the
m-th tap delay and at the n-th antenna. B( 12 (a) consists of contributions of the
(k)
current symbol d 1 (1), as well as the previous and the next symbols. Similarly, B,,„ (c)
represent contributions of the cochannel interferences dk(/ + a), k
the output of the cross-correlation with u i (t). The term

2, ... , K, to

is the narrowband

interference at the output of the matched filter. The quantity 7i nm (1) is the noise
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at the output of the matched filter. Subsequent to the slow fading model assumed,
coefficients

fern (0 1 are constant during the processing interval.
)

6.2 Space-Time Optimum Combining
We consider two approaches to ST optimum combining (0C): cascade ST and joint
ST. The cascade ST processor consists of a temporal processor using the outputs
of the spatial processor as shown in Figure 5.3. The joint ST processor is applied
simultaneously to all the signals in the array/tap-delay line structure.
6.2.1 Spatial Combiner
Spatial processing combines the signals following spread spectrum demodulation,
i.e., it combines the signals y„,, for each m. Define the N-dimensional array
vector at the output of the rn-th tap matched filter for the l-th symbol as
y ni
T (1) = [y ini (1), , y

N

,(1)]. As can be seen from eq. (6.5), this output consists of

the desired user signal, interference and noise, and can be written as
ym(l) = NIPd i (/) B m
(1
T

0)

+ T m (l) T,(/),

where B no)
(1)B(1)
(1) —
[ im(o),
• • , Nm(o), • The quantity
— B

= [ 771„,(1),

(6.6)
, N m(1)1 71

is the noise array vector. The interference array vector, which consists of selfinterference, cochannel interferences, and narrowband interference, can be expressed
as
Ym(l) =
where FL,(/) = [ 6771( 1 )

EE

k=-1.

(k ( a) E m (/),
dk (1 + a)B ni

(6.7)

croo if k=1

4-N m,(1)1

T is the narrowband interference vector. The

reason a is not equal to 0 when k equals 1 is because it is the desired term. Following
spatial processing with the spatial weight vector f,, the spatial output at the m-th
tap-delay line is z,(/) = fmHy,,(/). Due to the independence between successive
symbols of the same user, as well as mutual independence between DS-CDMA users,

i=1

R, is the maximum likelihood estimate of R, and is the time-averaged sample
covariance matrix. When the statistics are estimated from the data samples, the
solution is not necessarily optimal and is affected by the quality of the estimates.
In [65], it has been shown that at least L = 2N samples of data is required in order to
obtain a solution within 3 dB of the optimal SINR, i.e., when the covariance matrix
is known priori. The number of data samples L > N will guarantee the existence of
the inverse of the sample covariance matrix R, [57].

VY 114 L 4 1

1 ∎7 U114 ...44011 4 ,-t t7 1614
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is taken with respect to the noise over a time interval during which the channel is
considered constant. Thus, u is a random variable parameterized by the channel
B (k)
When the number of active users K is large and power control is incornrn
(

k

)

porated, then according to the central limit theorem, the sum of the residual interference (self, cochannel, and narrowband) and noise can be approximated by a
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Gaussian random variable. Thus, BER conditioned on u (a specific set of fading
channels, under the above Gaussian assumption) is given by
Pei!,Q(1/2 ,u),

(6.18)

where Q(•) is the area under the tail of the Gaussian probability density function
and is given by eq. (3.17). The unconditional BER, i.e., the one averaged over all
fading channels, is then given by
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The SINR at the output of the joint ST optimum combiner is given by
PE

[1w -FI B 0 2 1
(6.24)

E [1v 1/1- 2 1 E bw H11 1 2 ] •

6,3 Numerical Results
This section presents numerical results on the performance of the ST combining
schemes studied in the previous section. The channel was modeled with
taps. The data symbols were modulated by Gold sequences of length

4

D = 127. The

narrowband interference-to-signal ratio at the input of the correlators is
dB, where the signal power

M=

J/S = 25

S = PP, and fi = E [I 41;.?, 1 2 ]. Covariance matrices and

cross-correlation vectors were estimated from blocks of 31 symbols using relations
similar to those in eqs. (6.12) and (6,9), respectively. Curves shown are averages of
2000 Monte Carlo runs.
Figure 6.1 shows the BER performance of the DS-CDMA system as a function
of the average total signal-to-noise ratio 1,- b for
noise ratio is lb
-

N = 2. The average total signal-to-

where 1, is the average signal-to-noise ratio per path

and is given by y, = Clearly, the joint ST processor outperforms the cascade
version. The difference in performance between the cascade and the joint processors
is a consequence of the number of DOF available to each configurations. The cascade
configuration has

(N M — 2) DOF, with respect to interference cancellation, while

joint configuration has

K > NM,

(NM — 1). Since the number of cochannel interferences

each additional DOF provides increased performance. Note that as 'lb

increases, the performance of both configurations becomes interference limited.
In Figure 6.2, the asymptotic (

.2

0) BER of the system is shown as

a function of the ratio p of the interference bandwidth to the DS-CDMA signal
bandwidth. The performance of cascade ST processor is invariant with respect to
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Figure 6.1 Performance of space-time receivers for DS-CDMA overlay system.

interference bandwidth and serves as the upper bound for the joint ST processor
when the interference bandwidth approaches DS-CDMA signal bandwidth.
Figure 6.3 demonstrates the asymptotic BER performance of the ST configurations as a function of the ratio q of the offset of the interference carrier frequency
to the half DS-CDMA signal bandwidth. The performance of the ST processors is
very robust to the change in q. When q = 1 the narrowband interference is outside
the DS-CDMA frequency band.
In Figure 6.4, the asymptotic BER of the DS-CDMA system as a function of
the number of active users K is shown for different values of JI S. It is seen that for
large J/S and for a given BER, the joint ST receiver can support many more users
than can the cascade ST receiver. When J/S < 10 dB and the number of active
users L is large, both configurations show similar performance.
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Figure 6.2 Performance of space-time receivers as a function of ratio p.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, we studied space-time processing for digital mobile radio communication systems. The application of spatial processing, to increase the capacity of
both macrocellular as well as microcellular systems, has been investigated. The
performance of space-time processing is evaluated for CDMA overlay scenarios for
personal communication systems.
In chapter 2, we studied optimum combining (OC) for macrocellular systems.
The performance of optimum combining was evaluated for L (L < N) Rayleigh fading
cochannel interferers, where N is the number of antenna elements. We derived an
expression for the probability density function (PDF) of the signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio (SINR) at the output of the optimum combiner. Expressions for the
average probability of bit error rate (BER) were developed. Meaningful upper bounds
on these BER expressions were also derived. Results, with optimum combining,
indicate that the interference cancellation entails a loss of degrees of freedom (DOF),
with a corresponding loss in the diversity performance.
In chapter 3, we studied and compared the performance of both maximal ratio
combining (MRC) and OC for macrocellular systems. We considered L (L > N)
Rayleigh fading cochannel interferers. We derived expressions for the PDFs of
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at the output of an antenna array using both
MRC and OC. Closed-form expressions for the BER and the outage probability
with both MRC and OC were developed. These closed-form expressions provide
a convenient tool for system analysis and a substitute for time consuming Monte
Carlo simulations. Results showed that with OC there is an improvement in the
performance as compared to MRC with only a few antenna elements even when
the number of interferers L is greater than the number of antenna elements N.
This improvement, however, becomes significant as the number of antenna elements
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increases. We studied independent as well as non-independent fading at the antenna
elements. For the special case of non-independent fading in which the multipath
reflections are assumed to be uniformly distributed around the receive antenna
elements, we showed that the performance of the optimum combiner is not affected
by the spacing between the antenna elements. This result is of significant importance
since it makes OC possible even on a tiny portable unit without degradation in the
performance.
In chapter 4, we studied and compared the performance of both MRC and OC
for microcellular systems. The use of antenna arrays could be even more beneficial in
a microcellular environment due to small received mean carrier-to-interference ratio.
The desired signal is assumed to have Rician statistics, whereas, the cochannel interferers are assumed to have Rayleigh statistics. This is the so called Rician/Rayleigh
model. We derived expressions for the PDFs of the SIR at the output of an antenna
array using both MRC and OC. Expressions for the BER and the outage probability
with both MRC and OC were developed. Similar expressions were developed for the
special case of the Rician/Rayleigh model, the Nonfading/Rayleigh model. That is,
the desired signal is assumed nonfading. Again, OC showed significant performance
improvement as compared to MRC.
We conclude that OC is a cost effective alternative to increase both the
performance and the capacity of digital cellular mobile radio communication systems.
In chapter 5, we studied space-time processing for narrowband interference
suppression in DS-CDMA communication for PCS. The need to suppress narrowband
signals in direct sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) systems arises
in applications where narrowband signals are overlaid with wideband signals to
increase spectral efficiency. Spatial and temporal processing provides DOF for both
interference cancellation and diversity combining. The performance of space-time
receiver architectures, cascade and joint, was evaluated for suppressing a narrowband
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interference overlaid with a DS-CDMA signal in a frequency-selective slowly fading
Rayleigh channel. Analytical expressions were obtained for asymptotic efficiency,
PDF of output SINR, BER and its upper bound, associated with each architecture.
Results indicate that the cascade space-time processor serves as an upper bound on
the performance of the joint space-time processor.
In chapter 6, the performance of space-time receiver architectures is evaluated
for a multiuser asynchronous DS-CDMA overlay system. The performance is
evaluated in terms of the BER, and how this performance is influenced by various
parameters is also examined. The joint space-time processor provides superior
performance compared to that of the cascade space-time processor and the performance
of both configurations becomes interference limited in the region of high signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). The performance of cascade processor is unaffected by the
bandwidth of the narrowband interference and serves as an upper bound on the
performance of the joint processor when the narrowband interference bandwidth
approaches the bandwidth of the DS-CDMA signal.
We conclude that the space-time combining schemes can be implemented to
enhance both the performance and the capacity of a CDMA system overlaying
narrowband waveforms for PCS.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF BER FOR MRC
In this section, we derive the BER expression given in eq. (3.20) Rewriting the
expression for the BER, we have
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Using the identity [45]
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in eq. (A.5), we get
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where E(.) is the MacRobert's E-function and is defined as [45]
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where pF,q(

•

)

is the generalized hypergeometric series and is as defined in eq. (3.21).

The^in fl denotes the omission of the term when s = r. Also, the * in 7,F9 (•) indicates
omission of the term (a r — a, + 1). Equation (A.9) is valid for p > q + 1.
Using the identity of eq. (A.9) in eq. (A.8), we get
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF BER FOR OPTIMUM COMBINER
In this section, we derive the BER expression given in eq. (3.32). In deriving this
BER expression, we follow similar steps as the ones shown with MRC. Rewriting the
•

r

i1
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APPENDIX C
BER CALCULATIONS FOR SPACE-TIME RECEIVERS
In this section, we derive eqs. (5.36), (5.37) and (5.38).

C.1 Derivation of the BER of the Spatial Combiner
Rewriting the expression for the BER, we have

Using the identity [42]

and the PDF given in eq. (5.15) in eq. (C.1), we get

Using the identity [43]

in eq. (C.3), we get
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C.1.1 Derivation of the BER of COSST
Using eqs. (5.22), (5.35) and the procedure shown above, the BER of COSST can be
easily derived and is

APPENDIX D
DISTRIBUTION OF A RECEIVED BPSK SIGNAL THROUGH A
RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL
In this section we show that the distribution of a received Rayleigh fading signal
at each antenna element, i.e., /s(t)c, is complex Gaussian with mean zero and
variance Pat. s(t) E {
a2

.

-

1, 1} and c is complex Gaussian with zero mean and variance

Also, s(t) and c are independent.
Let y = ax, where a E I 1,11 and x is complex Gaussian with zero mean
-

alirl variancp cr 2 WP will shnw that 7/ is nisi-) rnrnnley C4anssia.n with zero mean and
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Thus, y is a complex Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance c 2 .
Therefore the received Rayleigh fading signal has a complex Gaussian distribution, i.e., its in-phase and quadrature components have Gaussian distributions.

APPENDIX E
DISTRIBUTION OF SIR AT THE OUTPUT OF THE MAXIMAL
RATIO COMBINER UNDER NONFADING/RAYLEIGH MODEL

APPENDIX F
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAXIMUM SIR AT THE OUTPUT OF
THE OPTIMUM COMBINER UNDER NONFADING/RAYLEIGH
MODEL

APPENDIX G
DERIVATION OF THE BER FOR MAXIMAL RATIO COMBINER
UNDER THE NONFADING/RAYLEIGH MODEL

APPENDIX H
DERIVATION OF THE BER FOR OPTIMUM COMBINER UNDER
THE NONFADING/RAYLEIGH MODEL
In this section we derive eq. (4.24). The BER is given by
Pe
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where U(•) is the confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind. Using transformation of variable and rewriting eq. (11.3) we have
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Equation (H.4) can be evaluated in a closed form [67] and is
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where we have used the fact that 1 F2 (0; N — L; -1/321-) -= 1.
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APPENDIX I
CORRELATION OF DS-CDMA SIGNALS

Here we evaluate the terms of eq. (6.4). This relation represents the correlation of the
received signal at the n-th antenna element at the m-th tap for the l-th symbol with
the signature waveform u i (t) of the desired user. Let the four terms on the righthand side of eq. (6.4) be denoted X 1 , X2, X3, and X4 respectively. X 1 represents
the aggregate contributions of the desired user at the m-th tap correlator. It can be
further analyzed as follows:
X 1 = ViDd i (/)B n(1,m) (0) ViDd i (/ + 1)B,,(1,)2 (1) + fi5d 1 (/ — 1).B (1) ( _ 1) ,

(I.1)

where the factor Br(, ) (0) represents contributions of d1 (1) to the output of the matched
filter at the n-th antenna element and m-th tap. This factor consists of the correlation
of the desired signal in the m-th path with the signature waveform u 1 (t), as well as
inter-path contributions, and it can be written
Bn(1m) ( 0 ) = c„,(1„.)„ p ii (0, 0, Tb)

(I.2)

where pjk(r,t 1 ,t2) is the partial correlation between signature sequences of users j
and k, with time lag

7

between the sequences, and time limits t 1 and t 2 . It can be

expressed as
Pik(r, tl, t2) = J

ti

u i (a -1-- 7) u k (a) da,

(I.3)

where {*} denotes a complex conjugate. Note that p ii (0, 0, Tb) D, the processing
gain.
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The complex normal variable b41„?, (constant during the processing interval)
represents contributions of d i (O's paths other than the m-th. It consists of paths

i < m that arrive prior to path m (which is aligned with the signature u i (t)) and
paths i > m that arrive following m. It is given by
m-1

b nm
(1) =

i=0

E
Factors of the form B{ 1

cn(li) pii((rn — i)T,,0, Tb — (m

i=m+1
(a)

c ii(ii) io n ((m

—

—

i)T,)

i)T,, (i — m)T,, Tb)

(I.4)

with a = —1,1 represent contributions associated with

the (1 + a) -th symbol of the desired user. Note that the m-th path waveform of d i (/)
may overlap with the i m-th path waveform of the next symbol d 1 (l + 1) or with
the i > m-th path waveform of the previous symbol d 1 (l — 1). These factors can be
written explicitly as

B(1)
n m (0) =

p1i(0, 0, Tb)

b

m-1

B(1)
n m j)

= E

B()
nrn (-1) =

p ii ((m. — i)T, , (i — m)T, , 0)

i=0
M-1

E

c 7(1, i ) p ii ((m — i)T,, 0, (i — m)T,)

(1.5)

i=m+1

The term X2 consists of the cochannel interferences' contributions. It is given
by
Ii

X2 =

E {NIpd k (i)B„(2 (0) + ✓pdx -1-1)B„(km) ( , ) \ipdk.(/ - 1)B 0 ) ( - 1)) }},_ .
-

-

(1.6)

k=2

With considerable algebraic manipulations, but in a manner similar to the derivation
of eq. (I.5), it can be shown that the terms B ri(kml' (c)
given by

,

—1, 0, 1, k = 2, ... , K, are
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[ t- j +1
-

The notation L.] denotes the integer part.
The term

X3 is

the narrowband interference after matched filtering and is given

by
(1+1)T6
X3 = G(t MTc )Ui(t)dt

f

lTh

=

(1.9)

Finally, X4 is the noise after matched filtering and is given by
[

X4

(1 + 1)Tb

1

0 1Tb

Tinm( 1 ).

v n (t mTe )u i (t)dt

(1.10)
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